Annotate Me – Supporting Active Reading using Real-Time Document Image Retrieval On Mobile Devices
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Abstract

We present a novel system to support active reading. Utilizing a mobile device the user can add digital annotations to physical documents like papers and posters. We present first prototype implementations of the mobile phone interface with and without server support. Server support let’s you share annotations with your friends. We discuss findings from an initial user evaluation and present an improved prototype. We believe annotating paper using document image retrieval is a promising technology for active reading support.
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Introduction

Active reading – reading a text while working with it through highlights and annotations – is a critical knowledge acquisition task. There has been substantial research in better understanding and enhancing it [14, 10]. Paper has a high degree of affordance [13, 14].
It can be easily annotated, it can be spread out and navigation between content is simple. The spacial information of the annotations on paper helps us to easily find things and memorize facts easier.

Therefore, we wonder: is there a way to combine the high degree of affordance of paper with the advantages of digital technology (easy replication, search-ability etc.)?

In this work we contribute towards this goal: (1) We present a system to register and annotate text (documents) in real time using mobile devices. The system can work in stand-alone mode and with server support. In stand-alone mode we can retrieve pre-registered digital versions of a document or register a un-known documents locally on a device. The server version lets you retrieve registered documents over a service and share annotations to text documents with your friends and colleagues. (2) We build annotation libraries for Android and iOS, that enable the system developer to register a new digital document and to add highlights, free text, audio, urls and images to the printed version of the document using a mobile device. (3) As a proof of concept, we show our first mobile annotation prototypes and improvements based on user evaluations.

Our Approach

We augment paper directly with the help of digital technology. With this approach, we hope to retain all positive features of paper and enhance it accordingly to overcome the problems presented beforehand. There are several ways to augment a paper sheet, most paper-based augmented reality systems use QR codes or other passive markers [1]. This method requires specially prepared documents with markers embedded into them. We decided to use a document image retrieval method based on "Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing" (LLAH) [11]. The main reasons for using LLAH are explained in the following. LLAH is very fast. The feature extraction method can be implemented on todays smart phone devices and run in perceived realtime. Smaller databases (a couple of pages) can be searched on a high end smart phone as well. For larger document databases we need a client server infrastructure. Still the retrieval algorithm is fast. For example, retrieval from a database with 100 Million pages (around 440 thousand books) takes around 178 ms on a single server core. The correct retrieval rate is around 99% [5]. The method works under perspective distortion, uneven lighting, and non-linear deformation.

Implementation

System Libraries

We currently have working application level libraries for iOS, Android and Windows. As mentioned before, the application libraries can be used in stand-alone mode. This means the developer can add and register documents and the applications do not need to access the network. The user can also register new documents manually. However, the number of documents and performance is limited by the processing power of the local machine (e.g. a couple of pages on a slow mobile device). The other supported mode is client-server, where multiple clients can access the database to register new documents or retrieve them.

Mobile Applications

As a proof of concept, we implemented mobile clients for the Android and iOS platforms, using our system libraries and iterative design to improve the user interfaces.

User Evaluation

We performed several user tests with early prototypes. The initial prototype shown in Fig. 1 and 2 enabled the
user to add a text region highlight, text comment, images and urls. While observing how 5 users (age between 24 and 53) interacted with the system and interviewing 2 HCI experts, we identified and improved on the following problems. The old and the improved interfaces can be seen in Fig. 5 and 6. The initial prototype just supported landscape mode and it was impossible to use only one hand to annotate a document. We added portrait mode and an easy reachable “+” button, so easy one-hand operation is now possible (Fig. 3 and 4).

Another problem users encountered is that the screen can be cluttered with annotations of different types, so it’s harder to click on them or see them. Thus, we introduce buttons to filter the different annotation types (from left to right in the upper corner: all annotations, highlight, free text, audio, links and images). Regarding the redesign, all users agreed that it is better and more straightforward to use. Two new user requests are adding search and allowing to copy pen annotations from the paper document [4].

Server Components + Web Interface
If we run our system in client server mode a larger number of documents can be supported (We used 100 Million pages for demonstration purposes with an average retrieval time of 178 ms). We also show a Web interface based on Ruby on Rails, allowing the user to see all documents he annotated and access his annotations as well as the public annotations of his friends (see Fig. 7 and 8 for an example).

Related Work
We build on our work showing that realtime document retrieval can be implemented on todays smartphones [15, 11]. Compared to our previous work, LLAH has not been used for augmenting paper documents before.

There is already some work trying to support active reading on mobile devices using annotations [4, 6, 9, 12]. The works we are aware of use SIFT or similar features, for indexing and retrieval and thus can deal only with a small number of pages (compared to the 100 Million pages for LLAH). Also the accuracy is usually lower and processing speed higher. Our goal is not to build a single system or support a single application, but to create an open platform for active reading support also available for other researchers.

Researchers already explore augmented reality (AR) to support knowledge acquisition mostly in education and work environments [8, 3].

Other work focuses on augmenting paper with AR annotations with different application goals: interfaces for multimedia control or retrieval of travel information [2]. Additionally, researchers in AR tend to use QR codes or similar optical markers [1, 7].

Conclusion and Future Work
Combining paper documents and digital systems using document image retrieval have some very interesting properties for active reading support. We can benefit from all of the advantages of paper without having some of its limitations. We showed an initial prototype for annotating text documents. As a next step, we want to further improve the prototypes, before we evaluate their usability for active reading tasks in realistic scenarios.

We want to make the presented application and the LLAH based document image retrieval system available to the community. Interested researchers can already try LLAH.
for the desktop registering their own documents http://imlab.jp/LLAH/.

As a next step we plan on offering an online service for document matching and an iOS and Android library, as well as an improved version of the mobile applications described in this paper.
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